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WHAT FLOORING IS RIGHT FOR YOUR BOAT?
Whether for use in interior cabins, cockpit, or topsides, Defender offers a wide variety of boat flooring for your 

powerboat, sailing yacht, luxury cruiser, sports RIB, or tender. Choose from a selection of marine carpeting, 
rolled or plank vinyl flooring systems and anti-slip diamond-patterned decking.

Carpeting is a great option for a comfortable underfoot feel inside your cabin. It does require 
routine cleaning to maintain the appearance and wearability of the flooring. Defender carries 
AQUA TURF carpeting which has low water retention and can be cleaned with a solution of 
warm water and household detergent. It is UV light stabilized, mildew & moisture resistant with 

no fuzzing or pilling - a great choice for marine interiors.

Nautikflor is a lightweight, water-resistant, nautical-themed floor covering system 
with the look and feel of real wood. It offers a great DIY installation solution due to its angled 
click system to attach the planks and ease of scoring to fit in place! Nautikflor uses an eco-
friendly 100% waterproof Hydro Board which will not rot, crack, rust, or corrode. The sound-
reducing underlay makes this a great option for your boat interior.

Nautolex Marine Vinyl flooring offers the best of both worlds - the look of carpeting, but with 
the strength and skid resistance needed for the marine environment. It can be used on interior 
or exterior boat floor and cockpit applications and will hold up to many years of use. Nautolex 
flooring is designed for easy cleaning and can resist damage from gasoline, oil, alcohol, heat, and 

harsh weather.

The Portico Vinyl collection has a unique appealing geometric design and can be used in interior 
and exterior applications.

Lonmarine Wood is a high-performance, slip-resistant USCG-approved marine safety 
flooring offered in multiple colorways, with something to complement every interior/exterior 
combination.

Dri-Dek interlocking tiles offer a ventilated non-skid, non-fade surface that instantly drains water 
and is resistant to bacteria, mold, and mildew. 12” x 12” tiles can be snapped together to cover the 
cockpit of your boat or the entire surface. As a bonus, these tiles can be used for lining storage 
lockers & cabinets as well as underneath cushions and bedding.

Treadmaster is the original non-skid flooring in production for over 50 years. 
It has been tried and tested in all conditions imaginable and is used on rescue 

boats, commercial vessels, and sailing yachts alike. It is UV and saltwater resistant 
and offers a high degree of insulation while reducing reflective glare from deck surfaces. Made 
from a specially designed nitrile rubber/PVC formulation, Treadmaster resists the chemical 
effects of oil and fuel. It is easily bonded to fiberglass, wood, and metal surfaces.
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